
Nausicaá Map
adapted for groups

Are you a group in a hurry ?

Nausicaá offers you an adapted 
and shorter itinerary to best meet 
your needs.

This adapted itinerary lasts 
approximately 1h30 and promises 
you not to miss anything of the 
essential spaces of Nausicaá.
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Mankind and shores exhibition

The numbers in      blue     are part of the adapted 
itinerary. 
Bypass or go rapidly through the dark blue numbers.
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For the exhibition 
« In the eye of the climate » : 
The most important thing is to 
visit the penguins space and the 
immersive room.

1 The World Ocean

2 Island Stories

3 The Diamond

4 Stopovers in the Mediterranean

5 Voyages in the Northern seas

6 The Californian tank

7 Man’s Ocean

9 The mangrove Swamp

10 The coral reef

8 Tropical Lagoon Bar

11 The underwater observatory
Sharks & Lagoon

12 The Coral jungle

13 The sea... live

14 Sea Lions’ tunnel

15 Californian Reserve for Sea Lions

16 The pinnipeds

17 The touch tank

18 At sea on board the Thalassa

20 The submerged forest

19 The Bistrot



Journey on the High Seas exhibition

Nausicaá Map
adapted for groups

The numbers in     blue     are part of the adapted itinerary. Bypass or go rapidly through the dark blue numbers.

For the exhibition « Journey on the High Seas », the most important thing is to linger over the large 
window bay to admire the spectacle of the ocean.

However, to access it you have to walk through the entire exhibition.

You can also access directly to the big tank using the stairs (on your right, before the escalator).

1 Powerful Ocean

2 The living Ocean

3 The sharks kingdom

4 Diving in High Seas

5 Ocean at night

11 From the Abyss to the open sea

12 The great Ocean show

13 The high Seas forum

14 Back to the surface

15 Birth and life of a big tank

6 Travellers of the Open Sea

7 The great Fault

9 The underwater cave

10 Journey into the Abyss

8 Under the Ocean

Hall


